Adjustable Foot Pegs AE4003
Installation Instructions
Thank you for your purchase of the Advanced Elements Adjustable Foot Pegs! The Adjustable Foot Pegs are an easy to
install and easy to adjust foot peg system for the AdvancedFrame® line of kayaks as well as the DragonFly 2XC™,
Lagoon2™, and the StraitEdge™2 Kayaks. Just follow these simple instructions to get your new foot pegs set up on your
kayak and enjoy!

Installation:
Step 1: Familiarize yourself with the foot pegs. Note that there is an L for Left and an R for right marked on the part of
the foot peg bracket that looks like a flag. When installing the foot pegs on your kayak, the flag portion should be facing
towards the cockpit of the kayak and also be facing downwards. See image above.
Step 2: After identifying the left and right foot pegs, partially inflate your kayak and then proceed to position each of the
foot peg brackets in the area of the kayak where you would like to brace your feet. Pull the webbing strap adjustments
out all of the way to ensure that you have enough length to wrap the webbing all the way around the main tube of the
kayak.
Step 3: Wrap the webbing straps around the tube of the kayak (making sure that the straps are not becoming twisted)
and insert the male end buckle into the female end buckle. Do not cinch down the webbing straps at this time. Once
you have secured the foot pegs onto each side of the main tube, make sure that they are evenly placed across from each
other.
Note: For the StraitEdge™ 2 Kayak, you will need to run the webbing straps through the bailing ports. Warning: Leaving
the foot pegs on the StraitEdge™ 2 for an extended period of time WILL DISTORT the bailing ports making it difficult to
fully close the ports for a water tight seal.
Step 4: Inflate your kayak to proper pressure and then cinch down the webbing straps on the foot pegs until tight. Do
not tighten the webbing straps so tight that they squeeze or indent the main tube!
Step 5: Adjusting the foot pegs: Rotate the flag shaped locking system to unlock the foot pegs and slide each foot peg
to the desired position. Then rotate the locking system back into place to lock the foot pegs into place.
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